Robert Grosvenor Parks Three Functionless Cars Inside New York’s Karma Gallery

grosvenor’s three ‘vehicles’ seem to be relics of a bygone time, like fossilized figures from the past. On the far left, a bright yellow cruiser has its doors welded shut, seams filled, lines smoothed, corners pointed and headlights and taillights painted over. Inside are four seats, but without handles, there’s no way to access them. The object has seemingly just emerged from a mold. Beside it, a small green vehicle with three wheels appears to be functional but is no less illogical than its neighbors. On the right, a rusted, windowless machine similarly has its front smoothed out, while a fin on its back seems to indicate speed — but no evidence of how to steer or propel the car appears.

grosvenor’s sculptures at karma gallery are on view from now through august 13th, 2017.
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